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Let 01 be an n x n matrix over a noncommutative ring 
W. Schelter [2] have shown, extending the Cayley-Hamilton tbeorem, there is a 
manic polynomial in an indeterminate x with coefficients from R which 
as a root. The existence of such a polynomial shows that 01 is integral ove 
the sense of W. Schelter [4]. It also follows, for example, that if a ring S is an 
extension of R, finitely gcncrated as an R-module by elements centralized by R, 
then S is an integral extension of R. There is interest in the study of integral 
extensions and, therefore, in polynomials of the type mentioned above. The 
latter is the concern of this paper. 
We note that, since R is noncommutative, the elements of R cannot be 
presumed to commute with 01 or, therefore, with the indeterminate X; and SC the 
usual Cayley-Hamilton characteristic polynomial, however ordered, will not 
in general have 01 as a root. 
Here we consider the generic case. We take R to be the free associative algebra 
over a field K in a set of n2 indeterminates aij, ;,j ~(1, 2,..., pz>; and R(ns) = 
R * k[x] to be the free associative K-algebra in one further indeterminate X. 
Those polynomials in R(x) which have as a root the n x n matrix 01 = CL+) 
we call the Zaws, over K, of a noncommutative IZ >: n matrix. Of course, these 
are not polynomial identities since the entries of N are allowed as coefficients irr 
the laws. 
Now the set of la-ws is an ideal of R(x). We show in Section 2 that it is a prime 
ideal, although the factor ring is not an integral domain. Our chief result here 
appears in Corollary 2.4 and states: 
The laws of a noncommutative n X n matrix are all consequences of a jhite set of 
laws. 
That is, we show that the ideal is, in a sense, finitely generated. In what sense 
is the main concern of Section 1. There we show that the ideal is closed not on.ly 
under left and right multiplications but also under certain “inner” multiplica- 
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tions. And it is under all these operations that it is finitely generated. This is a 
consequence of [3, Theorem 3.151 which depends upon results of G. Higman [l] 
concerning quasi-ordered sets. 
The same section also considers, more generally, the laws satisfied by a set of 
generic n x 7~ matrices with noncommuting indeterminate entries. They too 
form an ideal in the appropriate free associative algebra, closed under yet more 
operations, one of which provides a simple method for converting laws from 
several variables to one variable and vice versa. This seems of interest even for 
matrices over commutative rings. It follows that the laws of a single noncommuta- 
tive matrix generate those for the set of matrices. 
The final section is concerned with finding generating sets for the ideals of 
laws. The results presented arc fragmentary but, we think, tantalizing. 
Throughout the paper all rings, algebras and semigroups arc assumed to 
have a 1. 
Some of this work was done during a visit to Monash University. The author 
wishes to express his thanks to G. B. Preston and K. Pearson. 
1. CLOSURE OPmxrIoxs 
In this ection we consider the general case of a collection fnoncommutative 
generic n x 1z matrices and examine the set of polynomials that they satisfy. 
We show that this et is closed under a family of operations and, moreover, under 
this family, it is the closure of the set of polynomials atisfied by a single generic 
matrix. 
We start with a base ring C over which our algebras will be constructed. 
In practice, C will usually be a field or a homomorphic image of the ring of 
integers; but that has no effect in most of this section. 
We now form a free associative C-algebra in a set of indeterminates. Since we 
will be using these indeterminates inthree distinct ways-namely, as n. x n 
matrices, asentries ofthose matrices, and as constants-we label them as follows: 
x2, a::), b, withKEK, IEL, i,j~{l,..., n‘, 
where K, I, are disjoint indexing sets. 
We will adopt the following notation, fixed throughout this section. We set 
G 7= (a;$ b,), 
by which we mean the free semigroup (with 1, of course) generated by all the 
a!!) and h 13 1. The larger free scmigroup, which also has all xk. in its generating 
set, we write as 
G(x) = (xk , a;;‘, b,). 
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en @G(x) and CG are the appropriate free associative alge 
of indeterminates. We define 
8: CG(x) -+ lv&(CG) 
to be the ring homomorphism which is the canonical embedding on CG and such 
that, for a11 K E K; %(x,) = 01(~~) where cP) is the n x n matrix (@) with @ ag 
its &il j)-entry for all i, j. 
DEFINITION 1.1. The elements of CG(x) in ker % are called the Eaws over C 
of a set of noncommutative n X n matrices. We write ker 9 = 1, or 1, if such 
precision is required. 
We now begin our consideration of operations on CG(x) with respect to 
which I is closed. Note first that, with any word in G(x) there is associated a 
sequence CT of elements of K u L; namely the sequence of the K’s and I’s which 
decorate each letter of the word. We call this sequence the pattern of the word. 
us, for example, the words xla$3,‘b, and aki’b,x, Seth have the pattern (1, 3, 4). 
an element s E CG(x) has the property that all the words in its support have 
the same pattern, we say that s is pattern ~o~o~e~eo~s. (Of course; it will be 
homogeneous in this case.) Evidently, each element s E CG(x> is a finite sum of 
attern homogeneous elements, which can be uniquely chosen; say 
s=s,l+s,~+~~~$s, m 
with the oi being distinct patterns. 
EFPNITIQN i .2. The operation rO: s -+ S, is called the p~oj~tio?z of s onto LF. 
PRQPQSITXQN 1.3. I is closed under all nO . 
Pr~sf. Note first that if s = C sUi , i = l,..., m, then B(s) = C ff(sUi). con-, 
sider the matrix %(s,~) E M,(CG). It s entries are easily seen to be pattern 
homogeneous elements of CG, all of type oi . By the uniqueness of sums, we see 
that B(s) = 0 if and only if all %(s,,) = 0. T hus if s E I then ITS E I for all 0. 
DEFINITION 1.4. If w E G(x) has length m and 0 < t < m, we can write 
zu = w1u2 where u;i has length t. We let ~(m, t; g) forg E G, be the operation on 
words of G(x) of length m defined by 
y(m, t; g>(w) = TP, . 
e emphasize that g comes from G rather than G(x)). This operation extends 
naturally to homogeneous elements of CG(x) of degree rpz by applying it to each, 
word in their support. 
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We also define a converse operation. If wr , wa E G(x) are words of length 
t, m - t respectively and g E G we define 
@, t; g)(wlgwJ = W1w2 a 
This applies only to words of the appropriate form; and it extends to those 
homogeneous elements of CG(x) whose support consists of words of the appro- 
priate form. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. I is closed under p(m, t;g) and S(m, t;g) for all m, all 
O<t<m,andallg~G. 
Proof. Note that if w = ZL’~U;~ and w”I = w;wi are words in G(x) with w, 9 
w; of length t, then 
ZL’ -2 w’ 0 w,gw, = w;gw; . 
Extending this to homogeneous elements s, s’ E CG(x) of degree nt, we see that 
s = s’ 9 p(m, t; g)(s) = p(m, t; g)(s’). 
However, ifs is as described, then the entries of the matrix e(s) E MJCG) are 
also homogeneous of degree m. Extending the operations to the entries of 
matrices in M,,(CG), one sees easily that 
Hence 
K+h t; d(s)) = Am, t; dW)). 
B(s) = 0 + B(p(m, t; g)(s)) = 0 
which shows that I is closed under rL(rn, t; g) and 6(m, t; g). i 
~OROLIAHP 1.6. Lkder the operations so far defined, I is generated 6y pattern 
Iwmogeneous polynomials involving no 6, . 
Proof. If b, occurs in a pattern homogeneous polynomial s of degree m + 1, in 
a certain position of one word, then it occurs in that position in all the words in 
the support of s. Thus S(m, t; 6,) operates on s for the appropriate t. By Propo- 
sition 1.5, 
s EI 3 S(m, t; b,)(s) ~1. 
Hence we can delete all the b, occurring in s. m 
The next operation we consider involves changing the pattern sequence. This 
operation will apply only to pattern homogeneous elements whose pattern 
sequence consists solely of elements of K. Effectively, WC assume that the 6, 
have already been deleted, as prescribed in Corollary 1.6. 
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DEFINITION 1.7. If ‘5, 7 are two pattern sequences of elements of K of length 
m and if s E CC(x) is a pattern homogeneous polynomial of type U, we define 
y(~ + r)(s) to be the pattern homogeneous polynomial in C 
obtained by changing all the k suffixes and superscripts of letters of words in the 
support of s accordingly. For short, we may simply write y(s). Thus, for example, 
if 5 = (1, $4) and 7 = (2, 1,2) then y(xr&‘x, + a~~‘3c,x,) = x2&)x2 + 
(‘a a32 %X2 . Note that y(s) = 0 o s = 0. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. I is-closed under all y(a -+ T). 
.Proc$ If we let y act on all entries of matrices over CG, then it is clear, for 
any pattern homogeneous element s E CG(x) and any appropriate y that 
Q4sN = YWD 
Thus B(s) = 0 if and only if 0(,(s)) = 0. 
Suppose we choose some particular k, E K and write x for xR, and asj for a:?“% 
THEOIWA 1.9. Under the operations dejiined in this section, .I is generated 
f A C@, all, aI2 ,.-, anq2)- 
Proof. Let (T be a sequence of length m with entries from K, and let 7 be the 
constant sequence of length m, (k, , k, ,..., k,). If s E 1 is pattern homogeneous of 
type 0 then 
s’ = y(u -+ T)(S) 
has type I and, by Proposition 1.8, s’ EI n C(x, al1 ) an )‘.., a&* RIoreover 
s = y(r --+ o)(s’) 
which, combined with Corollary 1.6, gives the result. 
This shows, as mentioned in the introduction, that the laws of a collection 
of generic matrices are, in fact, consequences of the laws of a single generic 
matrix. It also simplifies the proof of [2, Theorem 11 in that now one need 
only show that a generic matrix satisfies a manic polynomial. 
To illustrate th operations described in this section, we note that the a 
ment of [2] shows that if 01 is the generic 2 x 2 matrix (aij) then 
(a” - alla - w2 - a11a22 - az1a12)(a2 - alla - aaz2 + al1a22 - a12a2J = 0, 
Now let eLk) be the generic 2 x 2 matrices (a::)), k = 1,2, 3,4 and b, , is, )
be arbitrary scalars. Then, using Propositions 1.5 and 1.8 we can deduce that 
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which does not otherwise seem obvious, even when spccialiscd to matrices over 
a commutative ring. 
This is, perhaps, a convenient point to consider the connection between laws 
and polynomial identities. Whilst a law like that above looks rather like an 
identity, nevertheless its coefficients vary with the choice of 01. Of course, using 
the matrix units {Q} one can eliminate these coefficients. For example, we can 
replace aii by (e,,~+, -(- eaiaejz). This converts the lam into a generalized poly- 
nomial identity, in a single variable, with coefficients in M,(Z); but it is a trivial 
general&d polynomial identity, since M&Z)(x) is itself a 2 x 2 matrix ring. 
The same remark applies to any other law, of course. 
2. LAWS OF A SINGLE ?VIAllIIX 
It follows from Theorem 1.9 that we may as well restrict our attention to the 
laws satisfied by a single generic matrix. It is convenient therefore to revise our 
notation. WC redefine I,, , or I, to bc the kernel of the ring homomorphism 
0: CG(x> -+ &&(CG) 
where G = (all, q2 ,..., unn) is the free scmigroup on 9 letters and 8 is defined 
to be the canonical injection CG and by 0(x) = 01 r-2 (afj). 
In this section we will show that I is finitely generated. Moreover we will see 
that I is prime, but CG(x)/I is not an integral domain. We start, however, by 
showing that the laws can bc chosen to have integer coefficients. 
Let 2 be the subring of C generated by 1. Then we may regard C as a Z- 
module and, via the epimorphism i2 -> Z as a Z-module. Suppose that s E CG(x). 
Then s = 2 sici where we can choose the ci to be Z-linearly independent 
elements of C and si E ZG(x). Evidently 
e(S) = 0 d+ Cie(Si) = 0 Vi 
it- mi divides e(s,) Vi 
where mi is the order of ci . This establishes 
PROPOSrrlOK 2.1. I is generated by the elements of the form cs where c E C 
has order m and s E (Z/(m))G(x) is a law over B/(m), and m ranges over the set of 
orders of elements of C. 
Our main result about the finite generation of I requires the base ring to be 
Noetherian. However, using Proposition 2. I, this merely means that we need 
C to have only a finite set of orders of elcmcnts. 
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DEFINITION 2.2. We know from the preceding section that the ideal I of 
laws of a single matrix is a homogeneous ideal closed under ~(m, t; g) for ah 
0 < t < m and all g E G. Such an ideal of CG(x) we call a G-~~se~~~ve ideal. 
And we call it manic if, like I, it contains a homogeneous polynomial one of 
whose terms is a power of x. 
Using the results of Higman [l] it is proved in [3, Theorenr 3.157 that any 
manic G-insertive ideal of CG(x) is finitely generated, as a G-insertive i 
provided that C is Noetherian. This establishes 
THEOREM 2.3. If G is Noetherian, then. I is a jirzitely gelzerated G-inswtive 
ideal. 
COROLLARY 2.4. The laws, over a$eld of cdzaracteristic p, of kz set of~o~co~~~~ 
dative n X n ma&ices are consequences of a$nite set of laws in a stigb variable with 
coe,@cielzts in Z/( p>. 
Proc$. This combines Theorems 1.9, 2.3 and Proposition 2.1. 
We defer until the next section any discussion fsuch generating sets, proving 
first some further properties ofiT, .
THEOREM 2.5. If C is an integral domain, thenlis aprime ideal of @G(x). 
ProqJ. Suppose that sr , sa E CG(x) - I and s,CG(x)s, _C 1. We may, 
without loss, assume that the highest degree homogeneous components of sr and 
sg do not belong to I’, or else we subtract he appropriate elements. 
same homogeneous elements have the properties ascribed to sr I sa . So we wiPE 
suppose sr , sa homogeneous. Using Proposition 1.8, if we change the pattern of 
the law srxsa so that the letters involved in sr and .ss become disjoint from each 
other and from (x), then the element thus obtained, say s;xsL )is still a law for 
the general a x n matrix extension, whilst s; and .Y; are not. Therefore we can 
. ‘ 
specrahze s; and si to nonzero n x n matrices over some free associative C-a-algebra, 
say aI , a2 . If the (i, j) entry of 01~ and the (k, I) entry of 01~ are nonzero 
a,ej,a, f 0. Now this is a specialization of S;X~ to r, x E matrices. 
S;XS~ was a law for n X n matrices, so any such specialization must be zero. 
This contradiction shows that no such sr , sa exist, and so I is prime. 
THEOREM 2.6. CG(x)/I is not an integral domain, mhss n = 1. 
ProoJ We define an operation E on any matrix p = (bij) E Mn(CG>. Find 
the largest i, and then the largest j,such that bij f 8. Then 
c(,k?) = b& - pb, . 
Suppose that p is homogeneous in the sense that ail its nonzero entries are 
homogeneous of the same degree. Then it is clear that @) is homogeneous. Now 
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the words in the support of entries of bij/3 and pbij have the form VW or w’v’ 
respectively, with v, v’ in the support of bi, and w, w’ in the support of an entry 
of /?. Two such words will be equal only if the two factors coincide. Thus, if 
no word of G appears in the support of more than one entry of j3 we can deduce 
that +I) has that same property, and has exactly one more zero entry than p. 
Thus if we start with a! = (a,j), then ~“~-l (a) has exactly one nonzero entry, 
in the (1, 1) position. Note that E n*-l(ol) = s(a) for some s(x) E CG(x). In the 
same manner, we can obtain S’(X) E CG<x) with s’(a) having a nonzero entry 
only in the (n, n) position. Then s(x), s’(x) $ I but, provided n # 1, s(x) s’(x) E 1. 
Further results about G-insertive ideals as such rather than the specific 
ideal of laws are contained in [3]. 
3. SOME LAws 
So far, apart from an example at the end of Section 1 and a construction in the 
proof of Theorem 2.6, we have not discussed any specific laws. The proof of 
Corollary 2.4 does not indicate how to find the finite basis which it asserts exists, 
and we know no method of doing so. Therefore, in this section we outline the 
little information we have. 
We let 1n denote the ideal of laws of a single n x n matrix extension over 
Z/(m) for some integer m, the value of which, whether zero or not, has no effect 
on the calculations which follow. First we note that the proof [2] of the existence 
of a manic polynomial in 1, is inductive on n. In fact, given a manic polynomial 
of degree d in Ir, , it gives a manic polynomial of degree (d + 1)” in I,,, . Of 
course, for 1 x 1 matrices there is no problem, 1i = (X - ~~ri). Therefore, 
there is a manic polynomial p of degree 4 in I2 . If, for simplicity, we write 
(z “,) = 01 for the generic 2 x 2 matrix, the polynomial is 
p = (x2 - ax - xd + ad - &)(x2 - ax - xd + ad - bc). 
One can calculate more information than this. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. I2 contains no homogeneous polynomial of degree <2. 
Proof. First, let us suppose there is a homogeneous polynomial x E I, of 
degree 2 with x2 as leading term. Now 01% has the element (ab + bd) as its (1,2)# 
entry. There is only one other word giving a term bd in this position; namely xd. 
Therefore s must include the.term -xd. However x2 - xd has, in the (2, l)- 
position, the element (ca + dc - cd). The only word which provides a term 
cd in this position is xd. So s must also include the term + xd. This impasse 
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shows that there is no homogeneous degree 2 polynomial s ~1~ with leading 
term x2 or, for that matter, xx2 for 0 # x E Z/(m). 
A similar argument can be used to dismiss all other words of Iength <2 ;as 
possible leading terms of polynomials inl, . 
PROPOSITION 3.2. The set of homogeneous polynomials of degree 3 in Is is 
generated over Z/(m) by the fourpolynomiaZs 
Y, = x3 - ax2 - $a - xdx - xcb + cxb - cbx + adx + x&a 
+ axa + acb - cab + cba - ada, 
rb = bx2 - xbx + x2b - xab - dxb + dbx + xba - bxa - bdx 
+ bda - dba -j- dab - bcb, 
re = cx2 - xcx + x2c - xdc - axe + acx + xcd - cxd - tax 
+ cad - acd + adc - cbc, 
Y& = x3 - dx2 - x2d - xax - xbc $ bxc - bcx + dax + xad 
+ dxd + dbc - bdc + bed - dad. 
Boof. We note first that one can check that pi ~1~ ) i = a, b, c, d by sub- 
substitution. In fact, by considering the matrix (;” z) it is enough to check Ye 
and Ye . 
Next, suppose that there is some polynomial s ~1~ , homogeneous of degree 
3, with bx2 in its support. Now ba2 has in the support of its (2, 8) entry the word 
bca. This word otherwise only occurs, in this position, in baa. Thus bxa must be 
in the support of s, with the same coefficient, but opposite sign, as bx2. Continuing 
in this fashion, one can obtain a sequence of similar linkages between certain 
words which we summarize as follows. 






dba t) dbx t) dxb t) dab t) xab H x2b H bcb 
This shows that if any one of these words is in the support of s E I* so too are ali 
the others with alternate f signs and the same scalar coefficient. Therefore, 
subtracting this scalar multiple of TV , for that is what we have just constructed, 
we can suppose that the support of s is disjoint from that of yb . In a similar 
fashion, we can suppose it disjoint from that of Y, ) Y, and rd . 
The remaining words of length 3 cannot belong to the support of s. This can be 
checked, word by word, as in the proof of Proposition 3.1. Thus, for example, 
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a%, and no other word, has the word a% appearing in the (2, 1) position; so 
n2x is excluded. Thus we conclude that s is a linear combination of Y, , yb , yc 
and yd. 1 
This shows, of course, that ya and yd are manic polynomials of least degree in 
I2 . It also provides a large collection of quartic polynomials in Iz , since I? is a 
G-insertive ideal. There are some quartic polynomials in I2 which arise in other 
fashions. The quarticp mentioned aboveProposition 3.1 is one example Another, 
arising from the proof of Theorem 2.6, is the polynomial 
q = (bx - xb - bd f- db)(bx - x6 - ba + all). 
However, each of these is, in fact, a consequence of the yi. For, using the 
notation of Definition 1.4, 
and 
p = Y&X - d) - /L(3, 2; b) Yb 
q == /~(3, 2; h) rl, - r,b. 
Having this meagre evidence we ask: 
QLTSTIOX 3.3. -4re the four polynomials I, , rb , re and rd a generating set 
for I2 ? 
Before leaving the 2 x 2 case, we wish to mention a “factorization” of the yi . 
For this, we introduce an additional notation. As an abbreviation for the 
operation 
cL(2,O;f) - ,4-L 1 if) + PC& 2;f) 
vvc will write f * . For example 
f * (a2 + hc) --= fa2 - afa + a2f-t fbc - bfc + hf. 
One can check the following identities. 
Y, = (x - a) * ((x - u)(x - d) - cb) = (A! - a) * ((x - d)(x - u) -- ch). 
Y* -: b 2: ((x - d)(x - n) - bc) = b >- ((x - d)(x - u) -- ch). 
Yc - c * ((x - u)(x - d) - hc) =: c * ((x - u)(x -- d) - ch). 
Yd = (x - d) * ((x - a)@ -- d) - bc) 7 ; (x - d) v ((x - d)(x - u) - bc). 
For 3 x 3 matrices we have very- little information. By [2, ‘l’heorcm I], there is a 
manic polynomial of degree (3 f 1)2 = : 16 inI, . Calculations similar to those of 
Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 show that there is no manic polynomial of degree <6 
in 1, . I am indebted to K. Pearson for this information and also for some 
stimulating conversations on the other results of this section. 
For the last few results we consider again the case of 1z x n matrices. The 
proof of Proposition 3.1 can be extended to give 
PROPOSITIO~G 3.4. I,, contains no homogeneous polynomial of degree < n. 
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X%X$ Let W(X) E G(x) be a word of length B in the aij and x whixh is neither 
Y nor belongs to 6. We aim to show that w(x) is not in the support of any 
polynomial in In . To prove this, as in the proof of Proposition 3.1, it is enough 
to exhibit a word in the support of some entry of w(a) which does not occur in 
-that entry of any other word, in 01 and the a,$ , of length n. 
Note that we can suppose, by symmetry, that some constant aij precedes an x’. 
Now, iet :in be the number of constants qj in the word W(X) and k be the 
number of distinct first suthxes i of these; so k < nz. By renumbering, we can 
suppose that the first suffixes all belong to (I,..., k), and, moreover, that the first 
constant occuring in W(X) is akj for somej. 
We claim that the word ZJ in the (n, m)-position of w(a) obtained by inter- 
spersing appropriately the given constants in the word 
u=a n dh la--2 ... a,+, rri 
has the desired property. To see this, we must consider all possible matchings elf 
the pairs of suffixes of words obtained by deleting letters from ZI which produce 
a word in the (n, m)-position. There is no constant in W(X) whose first s&ix 
is in (m + P, m + 2,..., n>; and there is at most one whose first suffix is nz, that 
necessarily being the first constant. This, however, can only match up w& the 
qmfh m in u if the first constant comes after all the x terms of w(x); and this was 
specifically excluded above. This establishes our claims concerning v and W(X). 
Now the existence of a nonzero polynomial in P, of degree < n would imme- 
diately imply, by Proposition 1.5, that 1% contained a polynomial with such a 
W(X) in its support. And, of course, 6, does not contain any nonzero 
constant polynomial. So, to complete the proof we need only to show that A? is 
not in the support of any polynomial in 1% . However, in the (I, n)-position of CF 
the word 
%la1Za23 . . a,-, Iz 
occurs; and otherwise this only arises in ~~~rr#--l~ Since, we have seen, allxn-l 
is not in the support of any polynomial in In , nor is x”. 
The next result, if not explaining the factorization of r, ) rb , rC , rd given above, 
at least shows that some factorization is to be expected. As usual, we let cx -- 3% 
denote the matrix 
.Z%oJ. In the light of Theorem 2.3, it is eoough to show that, if@(x) ~1~ 9 
then p(x) is generated by a finite set of polynomials in U, of the stated form 
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We may suppose thatp(x) is homogeneous, of degree m say; and we will establish 
the result by induction on m. 
From?(x) we construct another polynomial as follows. We fix h E {I, 2,..., m}. 
Then, in p(x), we change the h’th letter of each word, replacing x by y and each 
aij by bij . This gives, say, q(x, y). Since p(x) E I, = ker 8, it follows from 
Proposition 1.8 that q(x, y) E ker # where $ is defined by 
l&x) = B(x) = CL = (a,& 
4(Y) = P = h)* 
We now make a special choice for p; viz. /3 = OL - a,,l. Note that 9(y) = 
0(x - all). Thus if, in q(x, y), we set bij = aij - &a,, and y = x - a,, , where 
Si5 is the Kronecker symbol, we obtain a polynomial, r(x) say, with Y(X) E 1, . 
We wish to consider the forms of r(x) and of p(x) - y(x). In the support of 
p(x) - r(x), each word has a,, as its h’th letter. Since p(x) - r(x) E I, , so too 
is the polynomial, s(x) say, obtained by deleting the h’th letter throughout. 
(Here we use Proposition 1.5). Now s(x) has degree m - 1 and so, by induction, 
we may suppose it generated by a finite set of polynomials in 1, of the claimed 
form. 
Thus it is enough to deal withy(x). This, by construction, has a “factorization” 
in which the support consists of ordinary words except that the h’th “letter” is, 
either x - a,, or aii - a,, or uij with i f j. If we replace aii - a,, by (x - qr) - 
(x - aii) and regroup, then the h’th “letter” becomes simply an entry of a- xl. 
Repetition of this process, varying h from 1 to m, yields a polynomial of the 
claimed form, and so completes the proof. 
If p(x), in the above proof, is picked of minimal degree in I;, , then p(x) itself 
has the factorization described. This gives our final result which was suggested 
as a possibility by R. Pare. 
COROLLARY 3.6. If p(x) E 1, is of minimal degree and we define det,(ol) = 
p(O), then p(x) = det,(ol - xl). 
This implies, of course, that a polynomial in 1, of minimal degree must have a 
nonzero constant term! 
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